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Let’s Focus on First Five Text Features
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Imagine reading a recipe written in paragraph form. You are scanning for an ingredients

list with no success. Attempting to cook with no numbered steps, and no list of

ingredients sounds chaotic. Wouldn't you agree? For most people, this recipe would be

difficult to follow. Why some ask? It’s simple; text features.

Text features, such as a table of contents, headings, photos, captions, maps, and

diagrams, are crucial to designing text that is easy to digest. Informational texts read

differently than narrative pieces. Our youngest readers need to recognize text features

and use them to comprehend informational text. 

Table of Contents

A table of contents lists page numbers for different topics or chapters. Your child may

see a table of contents in a science or social studies textbook. Practice using this

feature, when possible, to reinforce this concept.
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Headings

Headings give titles to sections of a nonfiction text. Teach your child how to scan the

headings before reading to preview what they will read. This preview serves as a basis

for predictions and sets a purpose for reading.

Photos, Illustrations, and Captions

Your child can learn so much from the photographs in an informational text. In many

cases, information in the photographs is not captured in the text. Sometimes

informational texts have illustrations. For example, there may be a drawing of the

digestive system in a science text. Captions are sentences below a photograph or

illustration to explain the picture.

 Maps

Maps are another new skill that your Pre-K child is just getting used to. At this age, your

child can handle a community map with two or three roads at best. Maps have their own

unique text features such as a key, title, and scale. Your child will need some instruction

on using these features to understand the map.

Diagrams 

Many nonfiction texts designed for Pre-K students have diagrams. For example, a text

may have a diagram with the parts of a pumpkin. 



What Does My Child Need to Learn About Text

Features?
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Your child needs to know what the text features are. 

Each time you encounter a new informational text with your child, point out text features

and review the era definition. It may be helpful to have an anchor chart or a resource

sheet available for your child to refer to.

Your child needs to know how text features help them understand the text.

Use questions to give your child the opportunity to analyze how text features help them

understand a text. For example, you can ask how the photograph of an island helps you

understand the definition of the word island. 
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Your child needs to use text features to skim and scan.

A great before-reading strategy to help set the purpose for reading is to skim and scan.

Encourage your child to read the title and look at the photographs first. If the text has

headings they can read those as well. This preview of information will help your child to

build an understanding of what they will learn in this text.

Your child needs to know when to read the text features.

Sometimes it can be challenging to decide when to read text features. As a rule, text

features should not be skipped. One approach is to review the text features before

reading. Ben your child can reread the text features after reading the page to solidify

understanding.

 Key Takeaways

In an informational text, the text features are just as important as the text. Make sure

that your student no what’s the purpose of each feature. Your child needs to think about

how these text features enhance his understanding of the text. Incorporate these talking

points the next time that you read an informational text with your child.

Use our catalogue via the link to check out our other articles on reading informational

texts in Pre-K.
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